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Abstract
Today’s voice interfaces represent a promising new tech-
nological future in which complicated task-based compu-
tational operations can be condensed to a single verbal
command. As researchers and designers move voice inter-
faces forward, a focus on accessibility is critical to ensure
that all people can benefit. In this abstract, we argue that
from an accessibility perspective, voice must be considered
in concert with other sensory modalities. We summarize
three previously published works that highlight how the au-
ditory modality can benefit from coordinated interaction with
non-auditory modalities.
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Introduction
Voice interfaces promise empowering new opportunities for
accessible technology, making speech a reliable method for
controlling computational systems. Although a large por-
tion of the this community relies on speech for communica-
tion, as researchers, we must take care to avoid amplifying
the role of any single modality. Rather, to truly benefit the
disability community as a whole, we must design systems
that intelligently coordinate interaction across modalities or
serve as substitutes for other modalities. In this abstract,
we present three examples from our recent work that high-
light three considerations critical to voice interface design.
In particular, we describe how auditory interaction varies
across disability, how different types of information are en-
capsulated in an audio stream, and how audio-based sys-
tems benefit from coordination with non-auditory modalities.

Relevant Work
Several challenges exist when translating the information in
the world and one’s tasks and goals to assistive technolo-
gies. These include deciding what information to mention,
how to translate the information meaningfully, and choosing
a modality. Assistive technologists use work-around meth-
ods, such as employing an alternative sensory modality, to
communicate information when designing systems. How-
ever, we suggest this information is often either incomplete
(i.e., missing local or global information) or overwhelming
(lumping global and local aspects of the environment into
one stream). This is critical not only from a sensory modal-
ities perspective, but also from the perspective of the task
at hand. Switching between global meaning of information
and local details of that information is a natural part of hu-
man activity and therefore a critical component in designing
assistive technologies. Therefore integrating, alternating,
or segregating types of information within a modality is
paramount to making that information useful to someone

with sensory processing overload/differences.

Our work supports users by providing information related to
daily activities such as navigating a website and having a
brief face to face interaction. Our systems variably leverage
a user’s sensory strengths, rather than the conveniences
of the technological system. In the following three sections
we will provide a brief overview of our systems: sayWAT [3],
vrSocial [2], and the Tangible Desktop [1].

SayWAT: Augmenting Face-to-Face Conversations for Adults
with Autism
SayWAT is an augmented reality tool aimed to support face
to face communication by adding a heads up display to the
physical environment. Wearing Google Glass, the user de-
tected the volume and range in pitch of people speaking in
their vicinity in real-time. Volume is communicated through
a color-coded, two-dimensional graphic of a speaker trig-
gered when sound increases beyond the previous interval
threshold. Pitch is communicated textually using the word
"flat", appearing when a monotone speech is detected. In
our study, the majority of participants performed volume as
expected. However, pitch presented a complexity not ade-
quately captured by the cues, leaving many questions open
for future work.

vrSocial: Virtual Reality Visualizing Nonverbal Communication
The vrSocial virtual reality system responds to the mixed
results from a previous study in AR, ProCom, which visu-
alized proximity between conversation partners. vrSocial
provides real-time feedback on user’s volume and dura-
tion of conversation with an avatar (a research assistant
also logged in to the virtual environment). The vrSocial sys-
tem translates global information about body language (i.e.,
proximity) and tone of voice (i.e., volume) into cartoon-like
graphics in 3D space. It’s simplified graphics reduce the de-
mands of managing multiple holistic cues (e.g.,, real time



facial expressions, body movements), mixing simple local
features with visual cues of volume and proximity.

The Tangible Desktop: Multimodal System to Provide Lexical
and Semantic Information from a Website
The Tangible Desktop uses physical representations of vi-
sual metaphors from the computer desktop to re-appropriate
visually oriented interactions common to the graphical user
interface. The system is comprised of a physical taskbar
with physical icons and a physical scrollbar. Together, both
devices interact with a custom, single purpose screen reader
designed to split contextual output between the physical
and auditory channels. Semantic description, which pro-
vides meaning about information (e.g., using the word “link”
to describe clickable content), is output as haptic feedback.
Simultaneously, the lexical information (e.g., the title of the
clickable content), is delivered auditorily.

Proposed Discussion
The sensory systems presented in the previous section,
describe how we transformed data from auditory or visual
modalities to visual and haptic modalities to leverage the
sensory strengths of our participants. This use of sensory
strengths to bootstrap sensory needs applies not only to
single-modality sensory challenges but also to the integra-
tion of multiple sensory modalities, thus broadening the
impact of assistive systems. Therefore, our proposal for
workshop discussion would encourage attendees to explore
ways in which accessible voice interfaces might incorporate
additional modalities and cater to their strengths and weak-
nesses. We are interested in asking the following questions:

Question 1. How can voice interfaces be adapted to sup-
port not only voice as an input modality but also the sen-
sory processing of voice as output at the global/local level?

Question 2. How can voice interfaces integrate with exist-
ing technologies to provide an alternative or complementary
modality for the integration of as well as the separation of
features of information in support of sensory processing
challenges?
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